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1 Models’ details and comparison

1.1 LLCP
The LLCP model is one of the baseline models in this work. It is basically the model used
in Ephrat et al. [1] for audio-visual speech separation but with a small modification. We
use an implementation1 of LLCP that differs from that of Ephrat et al. only in the final
fully-connected layer. The original model uses a fully-connected layer of size 1024. Due to
the GPU memory limitations, we replace this layer with a fully-connected layer of size 512.
Yet, note that, among the considered models in this work, LLCP has the highest number of
trainable parameters (see Table 1). Again, due to limited GPU memory, we use a reduced
batch size of 4 for training the LLCP model.

1.2 The different Y-Net variants
One of our design criterion was to develop a network which can exploit motion information
with the least possible number of parameters, in order to avoid overfitting. In Table 1 we
can find a comparison between the models in terms of the amount of trainable parameters.
All our networks have much less parameters compared to classic computer vision networks;
they also have less parameters than the LLCP model which is one of our baseline models.
It is interesting to highlight that the highest performance is reached by the network with the
least amount of parameters, Y-Net-g.

1.2.1 U-Net

U-Net is an encoder-decoder architecture with the skip connections in between. It is widely
used in several fields such as image segmentation [5], image to image conversion [2], or
blind source separation (BSS) [3], to name a few. This is why there are several variations of
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1https://github.com/vitrioil/Speech-Separation
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Architecture Visual Network Audio-visual network
ResNet18 11.4M -
3D-ResNet18 33.4M -
LLCP 2.6M 15.3M
Y-Net-m 3.1M 11.4M
Y-Net-g 1.3M 9.4M

Table 1: Number of parameters (M for million) for the different architectures compared to
common networks in computer vision (ResNet18 and 3D-ResNet18).

it, each of them incorporating different modifications adapted to the corresponding field. The
original architecture consists of a set of blocks composed of two consecutive convolutions,
max pooling and an activation. The up-sampling blocks rely on up-convolutions to restore
the feature maps to the original size. On contrary, the U-Net variants typically used in BSS
have a single convolution and use bilinear upsampling not to overfit. In order to improve
the performance of the architecture, our U-Net’s blocks consist of a single 5×5 convolution
followed by leaky ReLU and a frequential or a spatial max-pooling. Each decoder block
consists of a single 3×3 convolution followed by batch normalisation, ReLU and bilinear
upsampling. This allows us to finely control the dimensions of the intermediate feature maps
and the amount of blocks. This way we can keep enough temporal resolution to ensure
a proper audio-visual synchronisation when we want to fuse the visual features with the
audio features. Note that not only the architecture is important but the input too. U-Net
performs a center crop to align the incoming features from the skip connections if the shapes
are mismatching. We have chosen the STFT parameters, the track duration and the audio
sampling rate such that our spectrograms are computationally efficient and do no require to
be center cropped.

Block # Type of block Output channels Kernel Padding Output shape
1 Spatial 32 5×5 2 128 × 128
2 Spatial 64 5×5 2 64 × 64
3 Spatial 128 5×5 2 32 × 32
4 Spatial 256 5×5 2 16 × 16
5 Frequential 256 5×5 2 8 × 16
6 Frequential 256 5×5 2 4 × 16
- Bottleneck 256 3×3 1 8 × 16

Table 2: Encoder details of U-Net, which is the audio encoder of the Y-Net models. Note
that the encoder shapes are symmetrical. The input tensor has the shape of 2×256×256.

1.2.2 Y-Net-m

We use a light 3D-ResNet-like network to be capable of extracting motion information
at a low cost. It is a 3-block CNN network where the first block uses 3D convolutions
while the latter blocks use 2D convolutions. This results in a light but powerful 3-million-
parameter network. It has three and ten times less parameters than traditional ResNet18 or
3D-ResNet18, respectively, as shown in Table 1. Details about the network can be found in
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Figure 1: Graph with spatial edges (i.e. with-
out temporal edges) fed into Y-Net-g.

Block # Output channels Output shape
1 32 100×68
2 32 100×68
3 64 50×68
4 64 50×68
5 128 25×68
6 128 25×68
7 256 13×68
8 256 13×68

Table 4: Y-net-g blocks in terms of output
channels. Note that the output shape keeps
the dimensionality of the spatial graph. The
input tensor has the shape of 2×100×68.

Table 3.

Block # Type of block Output channels Kernel Padding Stride Output shape
0 Basic Stem 64 3×7×7 1×2×2 1×3×3 100×48×48
1 Spatio-temporal 64 3×3×3 1×1×1 1×1×1 100×48×48
2 Spatial 128 3×3 1×1 2×2 100×24×24
3 Spatial 256 3×3 1×1 2×2 100×12×12

Table 3: Y-Net-m blocks in terms of output channels, type of block and convolution parame-
ters. Note that the output shape keeps the temporal dimensionality. The input tensor has the
shape of 3×100×96×96.

1.2.3 Y-Net-g

In Y-Net-m, we were using frames cropped around the lips to minimise the possibility the
network learns visual singer identity to perform the separation. Face landmarks are an
appearance-less representation which encode motion and position information. We treat
the landmarks as a spatio-temporal graph G = (J,E) where the node set can be defined as
J = jti ∀ t = 1, ...,T, i = 1, ...,N. Each node’s vector is a tuple encoding the cartesian posi-
tion of the associated landmark in the image. As it is a spatio-temporal graph, the nodes are
connected both spatially and temporally. This way, we can consider two types of edges, the
spatial ones, defined as shown in Figure 1; and the temporal ones, where each node in the
graph is connected to the same nodes of adjacent spatial graphs.

We used a variation of the graph convolutional network from [6], details about the num-
ber of blocks can be found in Table 4.

2 Training Setup
All the models have been trained using stochastic gradient descent, with a momentum of 0.8
and a weight decay of 10−5. The learning rate is 0.01. Batch size of 10. In case of Y-Net-m,
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we use pretrained weights from Kinetics [4] and its statistics to normalise the input frames.

3 Demo videos
We also provide demo videos2 for the qualitative assessment of the performance of our mod-
els and the baseline models (U-Net and LLCP). The demos cover examples from the real-
world multi-voice a cappella music videos, our multi-voice music video, single voice plus
accompaniment, and two lead voices plus accompaniment samples from our unseen-unheard
test subsets. We recommend using headphones to listen to the demos. The demos show that
our Y-Net performs clearly better than the baseline models in such challenging examples.
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